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Galaxy HULK L-5 lives the tough life in
the Czech Republic!
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Subland- Tech s.r.o.
Dlouhá 293/13, Darkovice, 747 17, Czech Republic
Bobcat S300 2Speed
Construction works
Galaxy Hulk L-5, 12-16.5

Subland is a construction company with Head Quarter in the region of Ostrava a beautiful mountain region of Czech
Republic. The company was formed in 1993 and is one of the best listed companies in their field, even beyond their
region. They provide comprehensive construction and reconstruction works, including turnkey projects. Their works
range from industrial buildings, public buildings, l family houses and smaller construction projects. It also includes
Engineering, road construction, trenching and mining works of various sizes.
One of machines they use is Bobcat S300 2Speed skid steer loader to handle a variety of jobs. The machine works 5
days a week, average 4 hours per day. It is used on many surfaces like concrete, paved surface and stones.
Mr. Tezslav Blaska, Technical Manager and Fleet Responsible at SUBLAND says “Our Bobcat S300 is a ‘right hand’,
and is the best aid for every construction worker.” “And it has to be ready at all times to work in every condition, bi
it any weather, temperature, surface or nay type of work.” He adds “All elements of it are carefully checked and
maintained in excellent condition.”
Mr. Blaska says that the tyres fitted in the Bobcat, The Galaxy Hulk L5 12-16.5 is actually the second set of Galaxy
Hulks for the machine. They have earlier tested other brand tyres too. The Galaxy Hulks were mounted in
September 2015 and have completed over 800 motor hours. The remaining tread depth is at 21mm. There were no
punctures and the traction was is fantastic. The Bobcat has completed about 3548.9 motor hours until June 2016.
The former set of Galaxy has delivered 2000 motor hours while the OE mounted tires of other brand delivered only
40% of HULK life!!.
When asked if he will trust Galaxy tyres to buy for other machines Mr. Blaska said that they have one more Bobcat
in their fleet and they have already bought a new set of Galaxy HULK L-r tyres for it. They are just waiting for the
existing tyre to wear out. He says “Galaxy delivers what every machine and company needs – no defects and superb
value for the price.”
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The Bobcat with 3548.9 motor hours on the clock

Galaxy HULK L-5 – living the
tough life!
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